WENTWORTH CASTLE

This elegant and picturesque home is now for sale!
The boldness of a castle. The beauty of the mountain wilds. Classic Victorian
style. There are few places in the northeast that offer this combination of
history, natural wonder, and elegance.
Built by General Marshall C. Wentworth and his wife, Georgia, in 1891 as a
summer retreat and wedding present, the castle today continues its 125-year
tradition of providing romance, recreation and escape. Within minutes of its
gates, you'll find ski areas, lakes, hiking trails and shops. Inside, you'll find all
the refined luxury and comfort of a Victorian manor home with modern
conveniences.
Imagine yourself crossing Jackson's fabled covered bridge in a horse-drawn
carriage. Minutes later you arrive at the guardian gates to a private estate, with
towering spruce and maple standing at attention, offering their shelter and
protection. On the horizon, peaks of stately mountain ranges render a portrait
of transcendent calm, while across the way, the rushing waters of Jackson
Falls lend a symphony unlike any other. Within moments, you know you've
found it: the place where your renewal can begin.
The landscape blends into the verdant forest all around. On sunny days, see
how the castle walls, built of stone culled from the Wildcat and Ellis Rivers,
shimmer in a wealth of gold and earthen tones. Take in the hilltop view, where
vistas of evergreen and the gables of Jackson Village sit side by side.
Stroll around, or sit in one of several peaceful venues on the grounds. Either
way, you'll enjoy a feast of the senses rivaled only by what you'll experience
inside.
Entering the home, you'll find yourself steeped in the historic charms of old
world craftsmanship. Polished, carved oak abounds in the front entryway and
throughout the first floor's wainscoting. The living room to the left of the entry
hall transports you to a scene laid out in any Charles Dickens novel. The
sitting and dining rooms to the right of the entry hall reveal a mirrored fireplace
mantle in the first, and intricate pilasters in the latter exhibiting eclectic 19th
century taste with virtually every fireplace throughout the home representative
of a different style.

Upstairs, each of the six bedrooms demonstrate the attention to detail. Two
master suites on the second floor offer room for king-sized beds and full private
bathrooms, and boasting elegant sitting rooms. A third bedroom on that floor
also contains a private bath with shower. A floor above, the two turret
bedrooms will have you feeling like you are in the clouds with their remarkable
and unique ceilings and spectacular window views. The largest third floor room
was originally two bedrooms, now joined with a beautiful architecturally
unique archway creating a space that is private and whimsical for use as a
bedroom, study, den or play room.
People have come to Wentworth Castle in search of that ideal wedding
location—private, unique, and as breathtaking as the magical moment your
vows are to be exchanged. Others have come to gain some new perspective on
their company's future, bringing employees together to inspire their
imaginations as well.
Living in this remarkable abode, or owning it to share with others – it is the
perfect setting for romance, reflection or retreat. Join the few lucky individuals
who have owned and cared for this historic wonder!

